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Abstract

Large pre-trained language models consistently
top the leaderboard for benchmarks across a
variety of NLP tasks. However, due to the high
complexity of these models, it is challenging
for researchers, developers, and AI end-users
to understand how these models make predic-
tion decisions. Understanding model behav-
ior is crucial for identifying the limitations of
AI systems, diagnosing flaws in model archi-
tectures and datasets, and building trust with
the global community who are affected by AI
algorithms in their daily lives. In this work,
we leverage the Tiered Reasoning for Intuitive
Physics dataset and framework to investigate
model behavior on the task of physical com-
monsense reasoning. Using an explainability
tool, LIME, and a prompting approach, we
conduct analysis to uncover model behavior
in story classification. Our findings identify
several factors that affect model decisions and
raise some topics for consideration when de-
signing a training pipeline and benchmarks for
the task of commonsense.

1 Introduction

It is critical for large language models(LM) to have
true reasoning that is comparable to human rea-
soning and real-world commonsense since humans
interact with this LM in various applications area
of natural language processing(NLP). However, in
the Tiered Reasoning for Intuitive Physics(TRIP)
work Storks et al. (2021a), they have shown that
large language models (BERT, RoBerta, DeBERTa)
perform poorly in language understanding when
extracting commonsense inferences. Based on this
work we come up with a research question “why do
those large language models perform poorly when
they are trained to have commonsense reasoning
for the end task prediction for the TRIP dataset?”
In the paper, they performed different analyses of
modalities like accuracy, consistency, and verifia-
bility of different model predictions which shows

how these modalities change across those models
when they are trained with commonsense reason-
ing.

In this project which is an extension of the
previous project Storks et al. (2021a), we inves-
tigated the behavior of a large language model
on the TRIP dataset using an explainability tool
which is Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explana-
tions (LIME)Ribeiro et al. (2016). We used the
Tiered Reasoning for Intuitive Physics (TRIP)
dataset, which includes a high-level end task for
story plausibility classification as well as dense
annotations for each story that capture multiple
tiers of reasoning beyond the end task. We trained
BERT model using the story classification part of
the dataset to predict plausible and implausible sto-
ries. The accuracy of this Bert model is 71 percent
which we mainly didn’t focus on improving the
accuracy instead we evaluated how our model is
learning the data and what feature it is looking at.
In particular, we used LIME for one data point to
understand what features attributed to the BERT
model predictions. We generated the ten most im-
portant features using LIME and LIME listed them
in form of the feature importance. From our anal-
ysis, we learned that the model is trying to learn
positive and negative words in the story to predict
the plausibility instead of the time series relation-
ship of the physical states of the stories stated in the
two conflicting sentences. The model is also em-
phasizing less important words like an article(e.g
the )in the story classification.

In addition to the LIME analysis, we made
use of a prompt-dialog guided method to inves-
tigate the behavior of GPT-3, a pre-trained lan-
guage model optimized for few-shot learning, on
the TRIP dataset. This method enabled us to probe
and identify possible reasons why language models
struggle with verifiable common sense reasoning.
Findings from this approach can provide feedback
for the improvement of common sense language



model architecture and benchmarks.
The contribution of this work is first we im-

plemented LIME in non-probabilistic models like
transformers which need additional improvement
to implement the LIME on BERT model. For the
second contribution, we introduced a new approach
to further scrutinize language model behavior on
commonsense tasks. Thirdly, from the analysis of
model behavior on commonsense tasks, we identi-
fied several issues for consideration when design-
ing model pipelines and benchmarks for common-
sense reasoning.

2 Related work

There has been a long-standing argument that lan-
guage models cannot learn commonsense Davis
and Marcus (2015). While some research Trinh
and Le (2019) assert that language models are capa-
ble of extracting some commonsense knowledge by
predicting how probable a piece of text is in a given
context, there are numerous reports of language
models and their inability to produce acceptable re-
sults across various commonsense benchmarks Ke-
jriwal and Shen (2020); Bisk et al. (2019); Storks
et al. (2021a).

Another approach that involves the creation
of commonsense rules to populate a knowledge
base has been found inapplicable to natural lan-
guage processing tasks due to the inconsistency
and complexity of information retrieval Mahesh
et al. (1996). A more efficient approach involves
using deep pre-trained language models finetuned
on seed knowledge bases such as Sap et al. (2018);
Speer et al. (2016) to generate new commonsense
representations Bosselut et al. (2019).

However, if language models developed through
unsupervised learning from free-form text are able
to show excellent results in performing specific end
tasks like question answering, we can expect the
model to be able to correctly identify some evi-
dence within the text that supports its prediction.
The results in Storks et al. (2021a) indicate that this
is not the case for transformer-based language mod-
els. This generates suspicion that language models
do not truly understand language to the extent that
is sufficient for them to successfully perform tasks
like common sense reasoning, and any excellent
performance from the models on such tasks can be
attributed to the models’ ability to exploit statistical
cues within the data. To probe this suspicion we
seek to understand model behavior.

2.1 Explainability tool: LIME

We used an explainability tool to investigate the
results of the transformer-based models. In recent
years, researchers have focused on understanding
machine learning’s black-box behavior and justi-
fying their decisions to users using explainability
Tools. Furthermore, explainability tools can be
used in addition to metrics evaluation such as ac-
curacy Leiter et al. (2022). These explainability
tools can validate different models’ context cap-
ture capabilities Chhipa et al. (2020) And capture
meaningful patterns diving model behavior, allow-
ing developers to ’plug and play’ to better model
patterns Szczepański et al. (2021).

2.2 Prompting for Generation of Model
Explanations

Another approach used by researchers to inves-
tigate model behavior involves allowing the lan-
guage models to generate human-understandable
explanations for their predictions using natural lan-
guage like English.

Following the self-talk paper (Shwartz et al.,
2020) which implemented a generational approach
to common sense as inspired by inquiry-based dis-
covery learning (Bruner, 1961), common sense
research moved towards the direction of extract-
ing relational information from language models.
(Petroni et al., 2019) conducted a study to compare
information extraction from knowledge bases to
the performance of BERT (without finetuning) on
cloze queries for factual and commonsense infor-
mation. A popular and effective method for ex-
tracting information is the use of prompts. (Brown
et al., 2020) demonstrated that by providing a piece
of text, usually referred to as a prompt, before the
original task in as little as a few examples, models
like GPT-3 can achieve performances that are com-
petitive with fine-tuning approaches in downstream
tasks. A major advantage of prompting is that a
few examples can be used to condition a pre-trained
language model to perform well on a downstream
task, contrary to the huge number of training exam-
ples required for finetuning to yield similar results.
(Ahn et al., 2022) used prompts to investigate the
ability of large language models to plan and break
down grounded instructions using levels of feed-
back injected into the prompt. Such tasks demand
the pre-trained model to draw from the relational
world knowledge stored within the model and ap-
ply ‘reasoning’ to generate a coherent response to



the task to agent planning. A method introduced by
(Wei et al., 2022), called Chain of thought prompt-
ing enables language models to learn from exam-
ples with a series of intermediate steps on how to
perform complex reasoning tasks. This method has
improved the efficacy of prompting for arithmetic,
commonsense, and symbolic reasoning tasks.

(Camburu et al., 2020) showed that lan-
guage models are capable of generating human-
understandable explanations of their predictions in
natural languages such as English. While some of
these explanations tend to be inconsistent, some
of them expose flaws in the decision-making pro-
cess of the models. To address the same issue of
generating explanations, (Paranjape et al., 2021)
uses the idea of counterfactuals to prompt language
models into providing contrastive explanations for
their decisions.

Similarly, our work uses prompting to generate
understandable explanations for model decisions
on the TRIP dataset, however, the prompting style
incorporates a chain-of-thought approach.

3 Dataset

For this project, we will make use of the Tiered Rea-
soning for Intuitive Physics (TRIP) dataset which
is available at Storks et al. (2021b). The dataset
contains multi-level annotations that capture com-
monsense reasoning. Each training example con-
tains two stories with an equal number of sentences.
Both stories are similar except for one sentence
where they differ, with one story having a sentence
that disrupts the plausibility of the story. Systems
can be trained on this dataset to identify the follow-
ing;

• The plausible story

• The pair of sentences that cause the conflict
of implausibility in the unlikely story

• The inherent physical states present in the sen-
tences identified as responsible for the conflict

As humans are able to display commonsense by
supporting their argument for choosing one story
as unlikely over the other with a description of the
exact sentences and states that cause conflict in the
story flow, we can check if machine predictions
come from sound reasoning by testing if they can
support their predictions with the right evidence
using the TRIP dataset.

(Storks et al., 2021a)

4 Approaches

4.1 Using Explainability tools

We used LIME to understand the behavior of the
LM model on TRIP. The motivation for this direc-
tion is that large language models are black boxes
and we do not know what is going on inside them.
The LIME tool can help us to unpack the nature
of the models and understand the model’s learning
patterns. We examined the reasons behind the pre-
diction of these different models stated in the paper.
The other motivation is also to see what kind of
reasoning these models exhibit.

4.1.1 Interpretable Model-Agnostic
Explanations (LIME)

LIME is an explainable AI tool that helps us with
Local Interpretability of the model. Which answers
the question, "Why is the model behaving in a spe-
cific way in the locality of a data point x?". LIME
is a model that takes the probabilistic output of the
model prediction. After we pass the probability
prediction to the LIME model, LIME generates
five thousand nearby data points to that specific
data point and outputs the feature attribution for
the specific prediction.

4.1.2 TRIP Data Preparation
1. Story Classification : The TRIP dataset has

three parts: one is the story classification with
five sentences. The second part is physical
state classification and the third is conflicting
sentence detection. We used the story classi-
fication part of the dataset which we prepro-
cessed into a sequence of five sentences and
used these sentences as sequential input for
BERT pretrained model. The input for the
BERT model is the stories with five sentences
and the output for BERT model is implausible
or plausible.

2. LIME data: For LIME we change the binary
output of the BERT model into the probability



of the story’s plausibility and implausibility.
The output of LIME is a list of explanations,
reflecting the contribution of each feature to
the prediction of a data sample.

4.1.3 Model Training
We fine-tuned BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) large
language model using the story classification data
which is trained on training data and evaluated us-
ing the testing dataset from TRIP. For fine-tuning,
we used the data on the GitHub page for the TRIP
paperStorks et al. (2021a). This data was mainly
preprocessed for the multi-Tired fine-tuning setup,
we further processed the data in paragraph format
to use it for the BERT model. For fine-tuning, we
used different hyperparameters for example opti-
mizer, batch size, epochs, and different sizes of
BERT pre-trained models. We got an accuracy of
71 % 1 for testing purposes for LIME.

Large language Model Accuracy
BERT 71%

Table 1: Accuracy of BERT model

4.1.4 Testing With LIME
To implement LIME, we convert the binary output
of the BERT model into the probability of the plau-
sibility or implausibility of the story. This means
instead of the story classification we passed the
probability of a story to be plausible or implausi-
ble.

LIME generates a list of explanations that reflect
the contribution of each feature to the prediction of
a data sample this is shown in figure1. This allows
for local interpretability while also determining
which feature changes will have the greatest impact
on the prediction.

4.2 Prompt guided dialog
We applied a dialog approach for providing input
data as a prompt to GPT-3 which generates a pre-
diction about the input data. Questions about the
model decision are added to the generated output
and fed into GPT-3 to explore the model’s reason-
ing for the prediction and generate an explanation.

4.2.1 GPT-3
GPT-3 is an autoregressive language model that
is capable of high performance on many NLP
datasets, such as question-answering, cloze tasks,
and tasks that require reasoning or domain adapta-
tion (Brown et al., 2020). In contrast to the fine-

tuning approach that requires thousands of exam-
ples and gradient updates of a billion parameters,
GPT-3 learns from few-shot examples of the task
provided as textual interactions to the model.

4.2.2 TRIP Data Preparation
1. Chain of thought Prompt Adaptation: (Wei

et al., 2022) shows that enriching examples
with a series of intermediate steps on how to
perform tasks improves the language model’s
few-shot performance on complex reasoning
tasks. Therefore, we adapted a pair of exam-
ple stories from TRIP; a plausible story and
an implausible story, to include assumptions
about each story. These assumptions serve as
intermediate steps of reasoning that guide the
model toward making the right prediction.

2. Story Adaptation: For each story example,
we ordered the sentences in each story to indi-
cate the chronological order of the events.

4.2.3 Example Responses
We present example responses in the form of a
human-bot conversation below. The first six in-
teractions make up the initial prompt, including
few-shot examples of story classification. After the
sixth interaction, the model is prompted to give a
response to the last interaction from the human fol-
lowing the guided dialog pattern used in the prompt.
The goal of the model in this case is to classify the
last story presented to the model.

Robot: Hi there, I’m a robot designed to infer
implicit information from short stories.

Robot: You can tell me a story and I will tell you
the assumptions that can be derived from the story
through commonsense and tell you if the story is
plausible.

Human: 1. Ann sat in the chair. 2. Ann un-
plugged the telephone. 3. Ann picked up a pencil.
4. Ann opened the book. 5. Ann wrote in the book

Robot: 1. Ann is a person. A person can sit
on a chair. A person can unplug a telephone. A
person can pick up a pencil. A person can open a
book. A person can write in a book. 2. A chair can
be sat on by a person. If a person can sit on the
chair, the chair is not broken 3. A telephone can be
unplugged. An unplugged telephone cannot receive
incoming phone calls. An unplugged telephone can
be used to call another person. 4. A pencil can be
used by a person to write 5. A book can be opened
by a person. A pencil can be used to write in a



Figure 1: Sample LIME output

Figure 2: Example of Chain of Thought adaptation with the assumptions highlighted in yellow

book. 6. Everything makes sense so this story is
plausible.

Human: 1. Ann sat in the chair. 2. Ann un-
plugged the telephone. 3. Ann picked up a pencil.
4. Ann opened the book. 5. Ann heard the tele-
phone ring.

Robot: 1. Ann is a person. A person can sit
on a chair. A person can unplug a telephone. A
person can pick up a pencil. A person can open a
book. A person can write in a book. 2. A chair can
be sat on by a person. If a person can sit on the
chair, the chair is not broken 3. A telephone can be
unplugged. An unplugged telephone cannot receive
incoming phone calls. An unplugged telephone can
be used to call another person. 4. A book can be
opened by a person. 5. Ann heard the telephone
ring after she unplugged it. Since an unplugged
telephone cannot receive incoming calls, this story
does not make sense. The story is implausible.

Human: 1. Tom bought a new dustbin for the
kitchen. 2. Tom threw a broken plate in the dustbin.
3. Tom got some soup from the fridge. 4. Tom put

the soup in the microwave. 5. Tom ate the cold
soup.

Robot: 1. Tom is a person. A person can buy
a dustbin. A person can throw a broken plate in a
dustbin. A person can get soup from a fridge. A
person can put soup in the microwave. A person
can eat soup. 2. A dustbin can be bought by a
person. A broken plate can be thrown in a dustbin.
Soup can be taken from a fridge. Soup can be put
in a microwave. Soup can be eaten by a person. 3.
Everything makes sense so this story is plausible.

Human: The story is actually implausible. Can
you find out your mistake?

Robot: Yes. The story was implausible because
it was impossible for Tom to eat cold soup after he
put it in the microwave.

5 Results and Evaluation

5.1 Results from LIME

We used LIME to test several data points from the
TRIP test data. Because LIME only tests one data
point at a time, we were unable to test all of them.



Figure 3: Notable results from LIME mode. Trends are discussed in Section 5.1

However, the evaluation we performed yielded con-
sistent results from the data points we tested. The
first is that the fine-tuned BERT model is learning
a pattern of positive and negative words so that the
model predicts plausible if the story contains pos-
itive words and implausible if the story contains
negative words. This is illustrated in figure3, where
LIME ranked the word "open" as the most impor-
tant word in the story for model prediction. The
model correctly predicts the plausible story, but
because the model emphasizes the word "open,"
it incorrectly predicted the second story as plausi-
ble when it was originally labeled as implausible.
To support our observation, we change the word
"open" to "close," which are opposites, and the
story becomes implausible, which does not make
sense.

The second evaluation was to see how the posi-
tive word affected the prediction, so we used syn-
onyms to see how the model understood it. We
changed the word "open" in the figure to unfold,
which is the closest synonym for open. The out-
come demonstrated that the likelihood of implausi-
bility increased. We assume that the word "unfold"
is close to a negative word, but it is actually a posi-
tive word in this context. Furthermore, we removed
the word "open" from the sentence, and the model’s
prediction changed, increasing the likelihood of the
story being implausible. This particularly shows
that the model prediction is mainly dependent on
one word instead of the whole sentence structure.

In our final analysis, the model also focuses

Figure 4: Predictions for Plausible Stories

on less important words in the story classification,
such as an article (e.g. the). In general, the model
is incapable of comprehending time series rela-
tionships between sentences. This can be seen in
the first two Figures 3, where the two conflicting
sentences, for example, "John open the book" and
"John read the book," change position but the story
predictions are plausible.

5.2 Results from Prompt Guided Dialog

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show a few predictions from
GPT-3 for each story in our experiment. The tables
below have been truncated to fit the constraints of
this paper. Links to the full tables are provided in
Appendix.

The overall results for GPT-3 on story classifica-
tion using guided prompt dialog are summarized in
the confusion matrix shown below in Figure 6.

The above results show that while the GPT-3
had 50 percent accuracy on the sample dataset used



Figure 5: Predictions for Implausible Stories

Figure 6: Overall prompt guided classification results

for this analysis, the model was biased towards
classifying every story as plausible. These results
confirm that the task of story classification, even
with the addition of assumptions, is non-trivial.

In cases of incorrect classification, further ques-
tions were added to the ongoing dialog to probe the
reasoning of the GPT-3 and identify the flaws in the
prediction process of the model. Figure 7 displays
a few examples of the questions used to investigate
model reasoning. Links to the unabridged version
of the table can be found in the Appendix.

Figure 7: Questions for Probing Model Reasoning

6 Discussion

The LIME experiment’s findings provided some
crucial insights, particularly regarding how the
large language model BERT acquired the infor-
mation. We used the explainability tool from the
viewpoint of a model designer in addition to met-

rics like accuracy to better understand how the data
was interpreted. LIME’s fundamental idea might
seem straightforward, but there are a few possible
cons.

In the current implementation, only linear mod-
els are used to approximate local behavior. When
focusing on a very small area close to the data
sample, this assumption is mostly accurate. How-
ever, it’s possible that by enlarging this region, a
linear model won’t be strong enough to account
for the behavior of the original model. When us-
ing datasets that call for complicated, unintelligible
models, nonlinearity in local regions occurs. A sig-
nificant disadvantage is that LIME cannot be used
in these circumstances.

Second, the types of changes that must be made
to the data in order to obtain proper explanations
are typically use-case specific. Simple perturba-
tions are frequently insufficient. The modifications
should ideally be driven by the variation observed
in the dataset. Manually steering the instabilities
on the other hand is probably not a good idea be-
cause it will almost certainly introduce bias into
the model explanations.

Aside from LIME’s limitations, the BERT model
we fine-tuned has low accuracy, which may have
an impact on outcome analysis. We tried a variety
of hyperparameters when fine-tuning, but the ac-
curacy remained constant. First, we hypothesize
that the low accuracy is due to the TRIP dataset’s
preparation for multiple-tired annotation, which
made preprocessing the story classification part and
balancing the dataset’s plausible and implausible
stories difficult.

One hypothesis that we had before conducting
the prompt-guided dialog experiment was that few-
shot prompting of GPT-3 with assumptions as ad-
ditional information would yield a high story clas-
sification accuracy. However, this was not the case.
While the prompt-guided dialog approach did not
yield solid empirical results, its strength lies in al-
lowing researchers to trace the model’s decision
process and identify if language models use logical
reasoning steps to make predictions. In this case,
GPT-3 was given a few examples that extracted
assumptions from the given stories and classified
the stories based on the extracted assumptions. The
responses returned by the model clearly show that
the model was able to learn the task of extracting
assumptions, however, this did not automatically
translate into high performance in story classifica-



tion. In view of this, one could argue that not every
setup for multitask learning will lead to optimal
model learning of two or more tasks. For humans,
improving knowledge of a related task often leads
to better performance in another task. However, the
same might not be accurate for high-performing
models that might use other methods of reasoning
unfamiliar to humans. Unfortunately, this theory
is hard to investigate since most SOTA language
models are black boxes.

Analysis of the model’s responses to probing
questions raised awareness about several possible
reasons why the model was underperforming in the
story classification task. Behaviors such as rear-
ranging the sentences to fit common sense before
classifying the story, constructing more assump-
tions than necessary to fill in the inconsistency,
and checking if the actions mentioned are possi-
ble events within the scope of a single sentence
alone might be pointers to areas where the model
architecture or dataset can be improved for better
performance in the task. Since this experiment
lacks statistical power, the way forward would be
to test the model on a larger dataset using model
configurations designed to investigate and address
the issues raised by this experiment.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we attempted to understand model be-
havior in addition to metrics such as accuracy. We
look deeper into how the model interprets the given
data from the TRIP dataset. To unpack the models’
black box behavior, we proposed an explainability
tool LIME, and a prompt-guided dialog approach
with GPT-3. We believe that these two methods
will assist model developers in better understand-
ing how human mental models and model learning
patterns match. This can also help to improve the
interpretability of large language models as well as
identify flaws in trained models and datasets.

For our future work, we want to investigate sev-
eral different potential trajectories. Despite the
fact that we used LIME, we want to try out other
tools that are explainable and effective with large
language models in order to better understand the
internal behavior of the model. We also aim to im-
prove the accuracy of the current model and check
whether the LIME interpretation has changed. In
addition to improving model accuracy, we also
want to understand why the models from the previ-
ous papers and other large language models don’t

understand common sense. One analysis direc-
tion we plan to attempt in upcoming works is how
time series data are interpreted and comprehended
in complex language models. Another direction
would involve the analysis of the natural language
model explanations generated by SOTA language
models on the entire TRIP dataset and similar
datasets like (Gordon et al., 2011).
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A Example Appendix

A.1 Plausible Stories
Link to Plausible Story Predictions

Link to Plausible Story Investigation Questions

A.2 Implausible Stories
Link to Implausible Story Predictions

Link to Implausible Story Investigation Ques-
tions
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